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	Title:  Icy Road Forecast and Alert  (IcyRoad): Validation and Refinement Using MDT RWIS Data
	TopicStatement:  Drivers need reliable forecast and alert for  icy road, in particular,  black ice presence,  to reduce winter driving risk. Icy Road Forecast and Alert (IcyRoad),  an innovative technology developed by SpringGem Weather Information, LLC based on weather forecast, remote sensing observations, cloud computing and data mining, is to provide such information to users for any road across US, 24 hours for 7 days.  Collaborating with  faculty of University of Montana (Prof. Steve Running, PI), this project is to validate and refine the IcyRoad scientific algorithm, in particular, black ice algorithm,  using Montana Department of Transportation (MDT) Road Weather Information System (RWIS) ground observations. 
	T15:  The α-version IcyRoad has been developed  as shown at http://www.sgweatherinfo.com/usIcyRoads  together with value-added highway camera http://www.sgweatherinfo.com/traffic . IcyRoad combines multi-channel satellite observations (NASA and NOAA rainfall product, clouds product),  Weather Research and Forecasting model (WRF) with road-scheme-enhanced by Jin (SpringGem Weather Information),  commercial cloud computing, data visualization and mining, and remote sensing technology to forecast road icy conditions for any road across US in 5 seconds. This α-version IcyRoad has been tested in-house during  the past winter (October 2018-March 2019), over Montana, Wisconsin, Maine, Vermont, New York, Maryland, and Georgia and a 70% accuracy was reached. In addition, industry users including UPS, NOAA weather service, and individuals tested IcyRoad and feedbacks have been collected for further improvement. Scientific results related in Stage 1 are below:(1) Icy Road forecast algorithm (α-version)  was developed with encouraging accuracy. Water and sub-freezing surface temperatures are the two key parameters for ice forming on the roads. In addition, wind is the third important parameter which reduces surface temperature. Therefore, winter storms with heavy snow, including freezing rain,  in general lead to icy roads. Besides  the weather conditions, road texture and geographic conditions affect ice formation. For example, the bridges or road shoulders with even slight slope can  have ice formation much easily, when temperature and water conditions optimal due to the micro-scale turbulences near the ground.  Ground measurements from Road Weather Information System (RWIS)  has been analyzed to understand  black ice forecast across the United States. A 70% accuracy on monthly basis was achieved. Testing during 2018-2019 winter revealed that two categories were mis-forecasted most in α-version algorithm, one is black ice and another is old-snow-re-ice cases. These two categories contain more than 30% of ice road cases. We plan to improve these two categories in  β-version forecast algorithm.  Figure 1. RWIS ground observations for Clovedale, IN during January 8-14, 2018. Data is available at https://rwis.indot.in.gov/. “Dry”, “Wet” “Trace Moisture” and “Ice” are road surface conditions recorded by RWIS sensor. (Figure is attached as a separate file since Research State 2 statement form cannot include figure)(2) RWIS data analysis advanced our understanding of black ice. A novel finding  from our previous research using RWIS data (Figure 1) is that the road surfaces are generally warmer than the overlying 2-meter air temperatures, 1 °F-10 °F, partly due to  anthropogenic heat flux from traffic and partly due to the modified physical properties of the paved materials (e.g. albedo, thermal emittance, thermal conductivity, specific heat, and surface roughness). This is in contrast to the previously well-accepted understanding that at night the land surface is colder than the 2-meter air temperature due to radiative cooling. As a result, the road surface energy budget differs from any other land surfaces  and is balanced by downward longwave radiation, upward surface-emitted longwave radiation, up-ward sensible heat flux from surface to atmosphere (i.e., which is in opposite direction from normal vegetative/bare-soil land surfaces),  and upward ground heat flux (e.g., from soil layers to surface), assuming the latent heat flux is negligible for the water-proof roads. Therefore, we developed a new road energy scheme which better simulates road temperature  (Gohil and Jin 2018) and implemented this scheme into current Weather Research and Forecast Model (WRF)/land-surface model (e.g., Noah model)  for generally better road surface temperature forecasting. This effort led to better surface temperature forecast, the key variable for icy formation on road. Road surface switched from wet and icy back and forth during January 13-14, 2018 (i.e., Figure 1, the 700-1000 time steps at x-axis). This was black ice since there was no precipitation during these two days.  This suggests that the ice formation is not simply determined by road surface temperature. For example, at the midnights of January 13 and January 14, 2018, the road temperatures  minimized below 20 °F but the road was “Dry” based on RWIS observation. Road became icy during the early morning when road temperatures were close to 32 °F, suggesting condensation of water from air or re-ice of old snow. Black ice mechanisms are the most challenge processes and more observations are needed to understand black ice forming meteorological conditions, locations, and time in order to forecast it well. Since the road ice observations, RWIS sites, locate only in a few states, in depth analyses  these valuable observations are essential. We propose in this project to study black ice formation conditions and hope to enhance physical understanding. Black ice is a thin layer transparent ice formed on the road surface. Three mechanisms seem to be responsible for black ice formation: (1) Freezing of pooled rain water and (2) freezing of condensed water from the air outlying the ground.    Rain can be in liquid form during daytime hours but freeze overnight as the temperatures decrease. In very humid locations, water vapor can condense onto rough road surface in sub-freezing temperature, and this process is so-called frost or hoarfrost. Alternatively, (3) snow accumulated on the roads can melt and then re-ice when the temperature drops (e.g., old-snow-re-ice). All these three mechanisms can form black ice in moments without snowfall.(3) Future improvement direction were identified.With the lessons learned in testing during 2018-2019 winter,  β-version IcyRoad should focus to (a) simulate the physical mechanisms of black ice formation and (b)  include old ice age and melt status to capture old-snow-re-ice. The latter is relatively easy using the weather ground or satellite remote sensing rainfall and cloud observations.  Zhang, D-L, Jin, M., Y, Shao, C. Dong, and  D. Zhang, 2019: The Influences of Urban Building Complexes on the Ambient Winds over the Washington-Baltimore Corridor. In print by JAMC.Gohil, K. and M. Jin, 2018: Improvement on WRF/Urban Building Energy parametrization  physical process. Submitted to JAMC in June 2018.Ewan, L. and A. Al-Kaisy, 2017: Assessment of Montana Road Weather Information System (RWIS). A report to MDT https://www.mdt.mt.gov/research/projects/rwis.shtml FHWA-RITA, 2010:  Seasons of Achievement: Accomplishments of the Road Weather Management Program. Report FHWA-JPO-10-004. 2010.
	T17:  The research project is to collaborate with faculty in University of Montana (i.e., Professor Steve Running, PI)  to validate and refine IcyRoad forecast algorithm using  Montana Road Weather Information System (RWIS)  sites (http://rwis.mdt.mt.gov/scanweb/) with a focus on black ice detection. The MDT currently has 73 RWIS stations throughout the state to measure road surface temperature, sub-surface temperature, air temperature, humidity, dew point, pressure, wind speed, precipitation type and occurrence and camera. Select sites (6 or fewer)  have advanced precipitation sensors, visibility sensors, or infraredilluminators for nighttime camera images (Report of RWIS, Ewan and Al-Kaisy, 2017). These observations are measured automatically and archived at 15-minute interval. These carefully designed and well maintained data make it possible to study geospatial distribution of  black ice formation,  identify different mechanisms of black ice for various orographic and surrounding environmental conditions. Consequently, it advances our capability of forecasting black ice.This project is to focus on developing black-ice forecast scheme. based on surface energy transportation and balance equations, and combine this black ice scheme into existing WRF/land surface model to simulate black ice formation. The heat flux q is a function of thermal conductivity k and geothermal gradient dT/dz. k is low for road than bare soil or vegetative surfaces. Furthermore, k various from 0.51 – 1.47 w/mK for different mixtures of asphalt. In addition, thermal diffusivity, albedo, thermal emissivity and density  also vary for different mixture of roads. These variables need to be adequately represented to better calculate thermal distribution profile in road. As a result, road surface temperature can be better calculated which determines whether snowfall  accumulates, melts, and re-forms-ice on the road. This may help to capture  old snow induced icy road case, which was previously overlooked.  Our new algorithm will retrieve snow age,  cloudiness, and solar radiation conditions for last few days to assess snow re-ice possibility.  Old-snow-re-ice is part of black ice.  We will use Road Weather Information System (RWIS)  sites installed in Montana (http://rwis.mdt.mt.gov/scanweb/) to validate the β-version forecast  towards refining icy road/black ice forecast accuracy from current ~70% to 85%. More importantly, we want to truck drivers to test using this forecast/alert to find out the most effective ways to provide them such alert. Ofoexpress (www.ofoexpress.us) owns ~150 trucks and its partners all together have 1000 trucks. The founder of Ofoexpress is willing to test this technology. Nevertheless, due to the limit of this MDT project budget, we will leave this part via support by other funding source.Scientific ice forecast algorithm (β-version) validation and refinement will be done from two approaches: (1)  directly analyze MDT RWIS stations archived observations to study black ice formation mechanisms for various  spatial orographic conditions. Understanding the physical mechanisms of  ice formation is critical but challenging because of the lack of appropriate observations. Water and cold temperature are the two necessary conditions for road ice formation. MDT RWIS sites (for example, Botzeman, Butte, Billings, etc) observations were used in 2018-2019 validation and  were proven extremely helpful. In this research, we will use more MDT RWIS sites to derive statically significant conditions under which black ice forms. Specifically, we plan to answer the following questions:(a) What is the threshold temperature for black ice  to form? Previous research found that black ice can form below 32 °F, but sometimes can form slightly above 32 °F.(b) Does threshold temperature is functions of elevation, nearby land cover, road class, climatic history or other natural and human activity factors?(c) What is the threshold RH for black ice to form? (d) What is the statistical relation between black ice and old snow age? Namely, to what percent, black ice occurs when old snow melts during the daytime but re-ices when the temperature drops?(e) To what percent the black ice occurs when there is no precipitation and no old snow? Namely, How frequently is the mechanism of water source from the outlying atmosphere? What are the conditions for such a case to occur?(f) Are there other mechanisms for black ice formation except for the three identifies, namely, iced rainfall water, re-iced old snow, and iced via condensation. We need first to divide the MDT 73 RWIS stations into several segments to represent different geographic regions, highway class and weather conditions. Then for each segment, identify and collect  the black ice cases. Combine with NOAA weather stations and satellite data to address the above questions. (2) Compare IcyRoad forecast with RWIS observations. We will integrate the scientific algorithm into the IcyRoad Back-end (http://www.sgweatherinfo.com/usIcyRoads) to compare instantaneously hourly icy road forecast with the road observations of RWIS sites of MDT across Montana, and identify algorithm accuracy and deficiencies. This step is needed because:(a) MDT RWIS data are for various land cover and orography, which can identify where and when our algorithm has deficiency and shed light on how to improve.   (b) Speed of receiving the forecast and alert is one of the key requirement for end users, such as the truck company managers and drivers. (c) Some MDT RWIS sites may have accuracy issues (Report of RWIS, Ewan  and Al-Kaisy, 2017). If we notice some observations are not consistent with physical understanding or with other sites,  we may communicate MDT staff and  visit MDT RWIS sites to understand the site design and its relations with the real road temperature and ice condition. Ewan, L. and A. Al-Kaisy, 2017: Assessment of Montana Road Weather Information System (RWIS). A report to MDT https://www.mdt.mt.gov/research/projects/rwis.shtml 
	T19: September 1, 2019- August, 31, 2020 (12 month)
	T21:  This project will use existing IT interface for IcyRoad (http://www.sgweatherinfo.com/usIcyRoads).   IcyRoad uses the online cloud computing platform. IBM, Amazon, Google, Microsoft, and many other companies have developed their own cloud computing services. Although there is no clear leader in this big data era competition, the DigitalOcean Cloud Platform (https://cloud.digitalocean.com) attracts our attention because of their sincere interest in working with scientists on scientific computing issues. The DigitalOcean Cloud is a corporate-computing service (https://www.digitalocean.com/).  This Cloud Platform lets users build, deploy, and scale applications, websites, and services on the same infrastructure. It provides Big Query and Cloud Storage, among other functions. Big Query is required to interactively analyze massive datasets up to billions of rows in seconds in a fully managed system with no services to install or maintain. Furthermore, high performance, reliable cloud storage at attractive prices are the key advantages of DigitalOcean Cloud Storage. The service further combines the performance and scalability of Digital-Ocean Cloud with advanced security and sharing capabilities. In addition, DigitalOcean Cloud offers a web-based interface for managing user’s storage, an open source command line tool and library, and advanced features like resemble uploads, integration with App Engine, and international storage functionality. With pay-as-you-go pricing, it is easy to get started and scale as user needs. Online database is also provided in DigitalOcean for users to develop index table for specific regions of road, such as bridge, north-side of hill, elevated grounds, so that the forecast algorithm can quickly access the needed adjustments for such locations.
	T24: IIt is feasible to achieve the goal of this research project, which is to  improve icy road forecast and to be operational to long-distance trucker drivers. The feasibility is ensured by two facts (a) Our  scientific algorithm is based on previous cutting-edge research.   The key part of scientific technology was initialized in Jin’s NSF awards entitled: “Studying Global and Regional Land Surface Skin Temperature Using Satellite Observations and Climate Modeling”, funded by NSF Large-scale Dynamics Program (0701440, 0855480), 2007-2014 and  NASA GPM projects  (Grant number NNX13AG99G (2013-3016), NX16AD87G (2016-2019)). Furthermore, during 2018-2019 winter, testing of the α-version IcyRoad further enhanced our understanding. The most missing cases are black ice and old-snow-re-ice cases.  (b) Market Analysis reveals the clear need of  icy road alert product. In addition to the scientific algorithms development, business exploration has also been  conducted. The preliminary market discovery was supported by NSF national I-Corps (grant number 1639727, PI Jin) from April 2016-June 2017 and was then followed on by a Maryland Innovation Initiative (MII) project during June 2017-March 2018 (PI Jin). We did ~50 industry interviews on land surface temperature applications in transportation sector. Simply put, developing a user-friendly, rapidly accessible web- or phone-service for icy road forecasts and alert is highly valued by local government, natural  resources management, transportation and public-school sectors as well as by individual drivers.Improving icy/black-ice forecast accuracy is doable, based on case studies last winter of 2018-2019. Accurate forecasting of icy/black-ice road depends on the accuracy of precipitation forecast, road temperature forecast, wind speed forecast, black ice mechanism understanding, and geographic information for  a given location (bridge, elevated surface, nearby land cover, etc). We plan not only rely on weather model forecast, but also fully use the road weather sites. Furthermore, PIs’ recent work on improving simulation of urban wind (Zhang et al. 2019) and road surface temperature (Gohil and Jin 2018), together with the integrated IcyRoad framework (http://www.sgweatherinfo.com/usIcyRoads) prepare us well for the IcyRoad algorithm refinement task. Risks and Backup Plan- Risk 1: Accuracy. The icy road forecast needs high accuracy on both precipitation and road temperature forecasts for different landscapes. The accurate road surface temperature forecast (error <1 °F) is in particular critical. Even PIs are  the pioneering scientists on land surface remote sensing and  simulation, it is still a challenge due to the high heterogeneity of land surfaces and deficiencies of current atmosphere forecast.  Back up plans are in two ways: (a) We will blend MDT RWIS data in IcyRoad forecast algorithm. (b) We can  benefit from historical record of ice/black ice observation and report.  Black ice occurs often times on the same spot, given the weather conditions proper. If we develop a historical black ice map this may be helpful to enhance accuracy.   Risk 2: Speed. Fail to alert the drivers in a speedy manner. Since we need to process huge size of satellite data, WRF model runs, and ground data, it may take a while to get the requested icy road information. Backup plan is to have the forecast of the road ready in Back-end on regularly basis and suggests the drivers/truck company managers to check the status of the road in advance. In addition, our IT staff will collaborate with computer science department to implement the most advanced methods to quickly process big data.  This project should succeed. The success of a project also relies on the quality of the research team. PIs Jin and Running are well recognized land surface remote sensing and climate modeling scientists, each  successfully led multi-dozen projects. They know each other for more than 25 years, in a supportive and collaborative way through a few important projects. The intelligence, knowledge, experience, and communication effectiveness of PIs will ensure the success of this project. In particular, Jin plans to visit University of Montana and work on this project with Running. Professor Jin (www.atmos.umd/~mjin) is a visiting professor of Department of Atmospheric and Oceanic Science, University of Maryland, College Park. She is also the founder and chief scientist of a startup company SpringGem Weather Information, LLC. With a Ph.D. from Atmospheric Science and minor in Management of Information System (MIS), Jin has intensive knowledge and experience on both climate model and data management. Jin has/had funding as PI from NASA, NSF, DOD, Maryland state on land surface weather forecast-related research.  Previously an assistant professor in Silicon Valley (San Jose, CA), Jin is strongly interested in being an entrepreneur to transfer research into commercialization. She has led her team to finish NSF regional and national I-Corps training, Maryland Innovation Initiative (MII) Phase 1 project, and University of Maryland Innovation project.  Professor Steve Running is a regent emeritus professor in University of Montana since 2018. As PI of MODIS land science team for net primary productivity (NPP) for two decades, Running has intensive knowledge on land surface classification from multispectral radiances and computing process for big satellite data.
	T26: Icy Road Alert is urgently needed by society. Significant hazards caused by snow-covered and icy roads result in fatalities, disruption of the transport of commerce, and increased school delays. Between 2002 and 2012, winter weather caused 540,000 car collisions (10% of collisions annually), 150,000 car-related injuries and 1,900 car-related fatalities according to the U.S. Federal Highway Administration.  In particular, the risk of vehicle crashes significantly increases because of the presence of black ice - a smooth, transparent sheet of  ice on the road. In addition, railroads are also vulnerable to black ice. The economic impact of weather related crashes is $42 billion each year and transportation agencies spend another $2 billion on snow and ice removal (FHWA-RITA, 2010).During our marketing interviews, many drivers told us the horrified moments when the car/truck unexpectedly run on black ice. The founder of ofoexpress (www.ofoexpressgov), a truck company  in CA with more than 150 truck drivers, told us that icy road, in particular, black ice reduces their working time by 1/3. The company, among a few others including UPS,  has indicated strong interest to use our IcyRoad alert. Uniqueness of strength- Our technology is uniquely important because there is no such alert  across the US continent. Current competing techniques in the market are icy road monitoring app provided by some state Department of Transportation.  The limit of these apps is that (a)  different state has different app, with very different design and content. Therefore, a cross-state driver, like UPS  or ofoexpress long-distance trucker driver, needs to download/open various apps in order to get icy road information for each state along the route. (b)  Some states do not provide icy road information for the whole state, but only for certain locations where sensors are built. (c) Most importantly, all the states do not FORECAST icy road, which is needed for governments or truck company managers  to arrange transportation resources in advance. As a conclusion, our reliable, 24-hour lead time, across any road on US, icy road forecast has unique advantages on the market.Value Proposition- Two value propositions are clearly identified for IcyRoad. First, this technology will reduce traffic accident. By adjusting driving schedule or habits in advance based on reliable icy road forecast, saving lives is possible.  Second,  significant time reduction in winter weather resources arrangement. Our technology can forecast roads across the whole US in 24-hours lead time  and thus the government could properly locate resources (salt, traffic management, police, etc.) to reduce potential icy road induced hazards. Consequently, IcyRoad Alert technology will be useful for highway administration, natural resources management, public school scheduler, industry users like truck companies, and private drivers.Expected Benefit/Pay-off-1. Cutting-edge understanding and  capability of forecasting  black ice presence. This will enhance road safety. 2. Free IcyRoad forecast data and App for MDT use3. Co-authorship on our papers related to this project4. Support University of Montana student(s) in research involving MDT RWIS data.The expected benefit of this project is to enhance public road safety, which is the mission of MDT. IcyRoad is an operational forecast service  and thus the drivers can receive alert of road icy conditions during their drive. They can also check the status of road in advance to take a less icy road or schedule the trip at an alternatively less ice time. In this way, road safety would significantly increased.
	T32: The project performance can be measured by milestones as clear progress indicators. The goal of this project is to advance  IcyRoad accuracy towards more readiness for commercialization: Milestone 1, by 3 months of project starts. Study RWIS observations for 2018-2019 winters to collect  black ice cases. Identify the statistical thresholds for black ice formation conditions, for example, road pavement temperature, dew point as functions of locations (Task 1.1). Refine IcyRoad forecast algorithm with new understanding of black ice. Calculate the accuracy with new black-ice algorithm (Task 1.2) Milestone 2, by 6 months after the project starts. SpringGem Weather Forecasting team (Jin) improve  the WRF/Land-surface-Road model. Specifically, enhance road physical and thermodynamic parameters, modify road energy balance, improve road air and skin temperature simulations for icy road, particularly black ice,  forecast. In addition, include bridge, road elevation, and geographic information across US in the model land surface data set. Run the forecast model for January 2019 and 2020 at hourly interval in region of Montana, where RWIS has dozens ground observation sites available for validation (http://rwis.mdt.mt.gov/scanweb). (Task 2.1).  In particular, we will refine the black ice scheme and focus on the winter 2019-2020 snowfall and black ice events to examine accuracy of new black ice and  snow-melt-re-ice physical processes (Task 2.2). Milestone 3, by 10 months after project starts. IT integrates WRF model forecast, ground observations, and new black ice forecast algorithm  on web to have a speedy, user friendly interface for end users (i.e., truck companies, for example)  to access ice road alert across US (Task 3.1). Work with the end users  to collect their needs for  the a user-friendly, fast, secure  Front-end interface design (Task 3.2). Milestone 4, by 12 months after project start. Conduct market research related to our product and determine possible scale-up strategy. Market research will be done with a focus of commercialization this IcyRoad technology to industry (Task 4.1). Publish peer-reviewed paper on our new understanding of black ice forecast (Task 4.2). RESPONSIBILITIESPI Jin is the  chief scientist  or this project.  Jin will spend collectively 4 months of her time to develop scientific algorithm, black ice mechanism study, and supervise IT interface development.  Jin will be responsible for managing the team, ensuring all milestones done, meeting with the end users and MDT managers, and reporting to MDT.    IT staff will keep developing web interface.  Validation work will be done in Montana with collaborator team in University of Montana.PI Professor Steve Running will serve as contact person of University of Montana, SpringGem Weather Information, and MDT. His responsibilities include communicating with MDT managers; discussing on black ice formation study;  monitoring the project  budget, co-authoring papers, and reporting the project results to MDT with Dr. Jin.
	T37: On http://www.mdt.mt.gov/research/unique/solicit.shtml, “Priority Research Focus Areas: None at this time.” Our project addresses the urgent need for icy road alert and thus fit swell in MDT mission and agenda. 
	T43: $59,400 see attached Budget and Justification
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